Fiber-ring laser-based intracavity photoacoustic spectroscopy for trace gas sensing.
We demonstrated a novel trace gas sensing method based on fiber-ring laser intracavity photoacoustic spectroscopy. This spectroscopic technique is a merging of photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) with a fiber-ring cavity for sensitive and all-fiber gas detection. A transmission-type PAS gas cell (resonant frequency f<sub>0</sub>=2.68 kHz) was placed inside the fiber-ring laser to fully utilize the intracavity laser power. The PAS signal was excited by modulating the laser wavelength at f<sub>0</sub>/2 using a custom-made fiber Bragg grating-based modulator. We used this spectroscopic technique to detect acetylene (C<sub>2</sub>H<sub>2</sub>) at 1531.6 nm as a proof of principle. With a low Q-factor (4.9) of the PAS cell, our sensor achieved a good linear response (R<sup>2</sup>=0.996) to C<sub>2</sub>H<sub>2</sub> concentration and a minimum detection limit of 390 ppbv at 2-s response time.